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I. INTRODUCTION
Most modern dynamical systems and filters in digital signal processing, telecommunications and control are implemented by digital electronics in terms of very large scale integration (VLSI) circuits. Two commonly used techniques for achieving fast and efficient computation in VLSI implementation of dynamical systems and filters are known as pipeline processing and parallel processing. The pipeline processing can reduce the computing load in the critical stage and, hence, lead to either improvement of the sampling speed or reduction of the power consumption [8] , [9] .
In the pipeline processing of recursive dynamical systems and infinite impulse response (IIR) filters, the recursive systems are to be reformulated into a look-ahead filter form. The basic concept of the look-ahead filter is to make the current output of the filter independent of a desirable number of the immediate past outputs, while the input-output properties of the original recursive system are preserved [6] , [10] , [8] .
For recursive systems and filters in the form of z-transfer function, the look-ahead filter can be obtained by multiplying the numerator and denominator polynomials of the transfer function with a properly designed polynomial. For stability and convergence of the look-ahead filter, it is essential that the designed polynomial be stable. Moreover, for fast computation and processing of the look-ahead filter, the degree of the designed polynomial is to be kept minimum.
There have been different schemes proposed for the design of stable look-ahead filters, e.g., clustered look-ahead filter and scattered look-ahead filter [6] , [10] , [8] . All the existing schemes for the design of stable look-ahead filters are based on time-invariant methods and techniques.
In this note, we propose a periodic scheme for the design of stable look-ahead filters following the ideas of periodic feedback stabilization [1] , [3] - [5] , [12] . This resolves the stability problem and can significantly improve the computational efficiency in implementation of d-step look-ahead filters.
Because of the page limit, this note is confined to the analytical aspect of the periodic stabilization problem of look-ahead filters, rather than exploring details of the digital implementation aspect of the periodic look-ahead filter. In fact, the periodic stabilization of look-ahead filters itself turns out to be a theoretically interesting problem, in addition to its application to the pipeline processing of recursive systems and filters.
Section II formulates the d-step look-ahead filter problem and analyzes stability of linear time-invariant (LTI) d-step look-ahead filters. The new periodic scheme for stabilizing d-step look-ahead filters is presented in Section III where its stability and computation are also analyzed. Section IV gives an example to demonstrate the proposed periodic look-ahead filter scheme.
II. LINEAR TIME-INVARIANT LOOK AHEAD FILTERS

A. d-Step Look Ahead Filters
Consider an LTI recursive system in the following polynomial equation form:
A(z 01 )y k = B(z 01 )u k (1) where u k ; y k 2 R are the system input and output, respectively, z 01 is a back-shift operator such that z 01 u k = u k01 , A(z 01 ) and B(z 01 ) are polynomials in z 01 written as A(z 01 ) =1 + a 1 z 01 + 1 1 1 + a n z 0n ; ai 2R 1 i n an 6 = 0 B(z 01 ) =b 1 z 01 + b 2 z 02 + 1 1 1 + b n z 0n ; bj 2R; 1 j n (2) and n is the order of the system. Throughout this note, it is assumed that the LTI system (1) and under the zero initial conditions y k = 0 andŷ k = 0, 8 k < 0, the output sequence of (3) is identical to that of (1), i.e.,ŷ k = y k , 8 k 0;
The LTI model (3) is a stable d-step look-ahead filter of (1) if it is a d-step look-ahead filter of (1) and is a stable system, i.e., all the roots of the polynomial equation (z 01 ) = 0 are strictly outside the unit circle in the complex z 01 plane.
Remark 2.2:
The pipeline processing for VSLI implementation and computation of (1) requires that the system be formulated into its lookahead filter form (3) with the zero coefficients in (z 01 ) for the terms z 0l , 1 l d 0 1. The look-ahead filter form is actually implemented for achieving the VLSI hardware of the system (1). Details about pipeline processing and VLSI implementation aspects can be found in [8] .
Remark 2.3:
There is an essential difference between the look-ahead filter (3) and the commonly known linear predictor, e.g., [2] and [7] , of the system (1). A d-step ahead predictor of (1) (5) where u k and y k are the input and output of the system (1) andŷ k+d is the d-step ahead prediction of the system (1). The predictor (5) uses the past and current input and output of the system (1) to predict its d-step ahead future output.
In contrast to the predictor (5), the d-step look-ahead filter (3) considered in this note does not involve the output signals of (1). It feedbacks its own output for computing the future output. For reliable dynamical and computational performance, it is essential that the look-ahead filter of the system in the form (3) be stable. This point will be elaborated in the sequel of this section. Further, for efficient and fast computation, it is highly important that the order of the look-ahead filter (3) be minimum.
B. Minimum-Order d-Step Look Ahead Filters
For d > 1, it is well known that there exist unique polynomial solutions F (z 01 ) of degree deg F =d 01 d01 and G(z 01 ) of degree deg G = n +d 0 d n for the following Diophantine equation:
Multiplying both sides of (1) by F (z 01 ) yields
where F (z 01 ) = F (z 01 )A(z 01 ) = 1 0 z 0d G(z 0d ) and
Following from the uniqueness of F (z 01 ) and the zero coefficients of F (z 01 ) = 1 0 z 0d G(z 0d ) for the terms z 0l , 1 l d 0 1, we obtain the following.
Lemma 2.4:
For any nth order LTI system in the form (1) and any d > 1, (7) is a unique minimum order d-step look-ahead filter of (1), and the order of (7) is n +d 0 1 n + d 0 1. 
where F (z 01 ) is the unique solution of the Diophantine equation (6) and H(z 01 ) is any polynomial in z 01 . Proof: Multiplying both sides of (1) by F (z 01 ) + H(z 01 )z 0d
Thus, under the zero initial conditions, the output of (8) is identical to that of (1). Since the coefficients for the terms z 0l
are all zero, (8) is a d-step look-ahead filter of (1).
Remark 2.6:
For a stable LTI system in the form (1), there is no guarantee that its unique minimum-order d-step look-ahead filter (7) is stable. Moreover, there is no guarantee that any d-step look-ahead filter in the form (8) (8) is subject to quantization error or some nonzero initial condition, the aggregation of the errorỹ k = y k 0ŷ k between the outputs of the look-ahead filter and the original system by the unstable filter will leadŷ k diverging from the system output y k . In the ideal case, the factor F (z 01 ) + H(z 01 )z 0d in both sides of the (8) is cancelled out exactly. However, in practical applications, the filter is implemented in digital electronic devices in terms of the two polynomials(z 01 ) and(z 01 ). Due to the finite word length of digital electronic devices, the precise implementation of(z 01 ) and (z 01 ) and the exact cancellation of unstable roots between polynomials(z 01 ) and(z 01 ) are not guaranteed. Thus, even under the zero initial condition and without any measurement error, the output y k of the implemented unstable filter may still diverge from the output y k of the system (1). For the aforementioned reasons, it is vitally important that the d-step look-ahead filter be stable in order to obtain reliable and accurate performance.
C. Stable d-Step Look Ahead Filters
The following theorem shows the existence of a stable LTI d-step look-ahead filter of a stable LTI system.
Theorem 2.7:
For any nth order stable LTI system in the form (1) and any d > 1, an (n 2d)th order stable d-step look-ahead filter of (1) exists and can be obtained.
Proof:
Since (1) is a stable system, its polynomial A(z 01 ) can be factorized as A(z 01 ) = n i=1 (1 0 riz 01 ); where ri 2 C and satisfy 0 < jr i j < 1 for 1 i n. Let 
is identical to that of (1) under the zero initial conditions. Since all the roots of S (z 01 ) = 0 are strictly outside the unit circle in the z 01 -plane and S (z 01 ) is a polynomial in z 0d , (10) is an LTI stable d-step look-ahead filter of (1).
Remark 2.8: The (n 2 d)th order d-step look-ahead filter (10) is known to be the scattered look-ahead filter of (1) [8] .
Remark 2.9: While stability of the d-step look-ahead filter (10) is guaranteed, we note that the order of (10) is (n 2 d) which can be significantly greater than n+d01, the order of the minimum-order d-step look-ahead filter, when the order of the system (1) is considerably high. This will have a significant impact on the computational load in digital implementation of the stable filter.
Remark 2.10: To achieve efficient computation of the d-step lookahead filter, it is desirable to find a minimum order stable d-step lookahead filter in the form (8) . By Lemma 2.5, this problem is equivalent to finding a minimum-degree polynomial H(z 01 ) as in (9) such that all the roots of the polynomial equation F (z 01 ) + H(z 01 )z 0d = 0 are strictly outside the complex z 01 -plane.
Remark 2.11: Theorem 2.7 implies that an LTI minimum order stable d-step look-ahead filter exists. Unfortunately, however, there has been no analytical solution to this problem at this stage. In fact, such a problem is a special case of the LTI minimum-order output feedback stabilization problem, which has been well known but still unresolved.
III. PERIODIC STABILIZATION OF d-STEP LOOK AHEAD FILTERS
A. Preliminaries
To deal with the computational efficiency of d-step look-ahead filters, we consider in this section an alternative approach using linear periodically time-varying (LPTV) stabilization. An nth order LPTV system with period N can be represented in the following polynomial equation form: P (k; z 01 )y k = Q(k; z 01 )u k (11) where u k ; y k 2 R are the system input and output, respectively, P (k; z 01 ) and Q(k; z 01 ) are periodically time-varying polynomials in z 01 of the form P (k; z 01 ) =1 + p 1;k z 01 + p 2;k z 02 + 111 + p n;k z 0n Q(k; z 01 ) =q 1;k z 01 + q 2;k z 02 + 1 11 + q n;k z 0n (12) p i;k ; q j;k 2 R, 1 i n, 1 j n, are N-periodically timevarying coefficients satisfying p i;k = p i;k+N , q j;k = q j;k+N 8 k 2 Z, and there exists some k such that p n;k 6 = 0 or (and) q n;k 6 = 0.
Associated with the N-periodic LPTV system (11), we introduce its homogeneous system P (k; z 01 )y k = 0:
Assume that the nth order homogeneous LPTV system (13) has an N-periodic state space realization x k+1 = P k x k y k = C k x k where x k 2 R n is the state vector, P k 2 R n2n is the state matrix and C k 2 R 12n is the output vector. Let P = P N 01 P N 02 111P 1 P 0 2 R n2n :
It is well known that the LPTV system (11) is stable if and only if all the eigenvalues of the matrix P in the form (14) of the state space realization of its homogeneous system (13) satisfies j i ( P )j < 1, 1 i n [11] . Since stability of the LPTV system (11) A useful technical result is given in the following lemma. Its proof is omitted since its concept and technical treatment are straightforward.
Lemma 3.2:
The LPTV polynomial P (k; z 01 ) in the form (15) is stable if and only ifF (k; z 01 ) andÂ(k; z 01 ) are stable polynomials.
B. Periodic Stabilization of d-Step Look Ahead Filters
We now propose a periodic stabilization scheme for the design of stable d-step look-ahead filters. Consider the LTI system (1). Instead of using the LTI polynomial H(z 01 ) to obtain the stable polynomials Using these matrices, we give a condition for the periodic polynomial F (k; z 01 ) being stable. 
It is simple to find the unique polynomial F (z 01 ) for the minimum order two-step ahead prediction, which is F (z 01 ) = 1 + 4z 01 and is clearly an unstable polynomial. 
It is noted that the degree of the periodic polynomial is 3, which is in contrast to any stable LTI polynomial F (z 01 ) + H(z 01 )z 0d with at least degree five for designing a stable LTI two-step look-ahead filter.
The matrices 8, 9, and As a result, the two-periodic polynomialF (k; z 01 ) in (29) with degree three, h 0 = 14:3 and h 1 = 00:18, is stable. ApplyingF (k; z 01 )
to the polynomials A(z 01 ) and B(z 01 ) in (27) yields the periodic polynomials(k; z 01 ) and(k; z 01 ) of the stable two-step look head filter in the form (19).
V. CONCLUSION
In this note, the stability problem of d-step look-ahead filters is studied which is caused by the order increment in the design of the look-ahead filter. It is shown that a solution for stable d-step look-ahead filter can be obtained provided that the order increment in the filter design is sufficiently high. On the other hand, although a solution for minimum order LTI stable d-step look-ahead filter exists,
it is a very difficult problem and there has been no known analytical solution to it. We have presented in this paper a periodic stabilization scheme for the design of stable d-step look-ahead filters. It is shown that the periodic scheme provides stable d-step look-ahead filters with minimum amount of computational operations.
